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These instructions form an integral part of scheme related documents and investors are advised to read 
and understand the same.
Please read carefully the Scheme Information Document (SID), Statement of Additional Information (SAI), 
 !"#$%&'()*+,'%#-!)'(*%./)#0 $-1#*%.#*22#(!2!3*%+#4..!%.*#5!&'(!#622,%7#/8#+9!#*882,:*+,'%#&'();#$%3!<+'(<#
are deemed to have read and accepted the terms, as prevailing on the date of application being accepted 
*%.#/%,+<#5!,%7#*22'++!.#!3!%#,&#+9!"#*(!#/<,%7#*%#'2.#*882,:*+,'%#&'()=#</5>!:+#+'#?9,:9#+9!<!#'&&!(<#*(!#5!,%7#
made, and bind themselves to the terms upon signing the application form.
422#*882,:*+,'%<#?,22#5!#*::!8+!.#</5>!:+#+'#3!(,6:*+,'%;#$%3*2,.#'(#,%:')82!+!#*882,:*+,'%<#*(!#2,*52!#+'#5!#
(!>!:+!.#*&+!(#*::!8+*%:!#*%.#3!(,6:*+,'%=#*%.#,%&'()*+,'%#?,22#5!#<!%+#+'#+9!#*..(!<<#5"#7!%!(*2#8'<+;#

All documents required to be submitted with the application form or later, like power of attorney, etc. should 
5!#,%#@%72,<9#2*%7/*7!#'(#%'+*(,A!.#+(*%<2*+!.#:'8"#,%#@%72,<9#2*%7/*7!;

General Instructions

a. These application forms may be used by both resident and non-resident investors.
5;# B9!#*882,:*+,'%#&'()#<9'/2.#5!#622!.#,%#@%72,<9#,%#CDEF #D@BB@GH#*%.#+9!#*882,:*%+<I#%*)!<#*%.#

*..(!<<#<9'/2.#5!#8('3,.!.#,%#&/22#0J;E;#C'K#L';#*2'%!#,<#%'+#</&6:,!%+1;#J2!*<!#+,:M#0N 1#,%#+9!#*88('8(,*+!#
5'K#0N 1=#?9!(!#5'K!<#9*3!#5!!%#8('3,.!.;#$%#+9!#:*<!#'&##LG$OJ$EOP$$#,%3!<+'(<=#*%#'3!(<!*<#*..(!<<#
must also be provided.

:;# 4882,:*+,'%#&'()<#+9*+#&*22#/%.!(#*%"#'&#+9!#&'22'?,%7#:*+!7'(,!<#*(!#2,*52!#+'#5!#(!>!:+!.#*%.#?,22#%'+#5!#
returned to the customers. If applicable, the money paid will be refunded/returned without interest.

i Application forms incomplete in any respect or having a whitener or where there is any over writing on 
the form without the applicants’ counter signature.

ii Application forms invalid / incomplete /ambiguous / without supporting documents in any respect.
iii Application forms that are not accompanied by a payment instrument/instruction for the amount payable 

on the same day.
,3# 4882,:*+,'%#&'()<#+9*+#+9!#B(/<+!!#:9''<!<#+'#(!>!:+#&'(#*%"#'+9!(#(!*<'%#.!+!(),%!.#*+#,+<#<'2!#.,<:(!+,'%;

d. No separate receipt will be issued for the application money. The Investor Service Centre / Collection 
F!%+(!#O#E&6:,*2#8',%+#'&#*::!8+*%:!#'&#+(*%<*:+,'%<#?,22#<+*)8#*%.#(!+/(%#+9!#*:M%'?2!.7!)!%+#<2,8#,%#+9!#
*882,:*+,'%#&'()=#+'#*:M%'?2!.7!#(!:!,8+#'&#+9!#*882,:*+,'%=#</5>!:+#+'#3!(,6:*+,'%;#B9!#*:M%'?2!.7!)!%+#
(!:!,8+#<9'/2.#5!#(!+*,%!.#5"#,%3!<+'(<#+,22#+9!#(!:!,8+#'&#:'%6()*+,'%#'&#+(*%<*:+,'%#*::!8+*%:!#'(#(!>!:+,'%;

!;# $((!<8!:+,3!#'&#)'.!#'&#9'2.,%7=#+9!#<'2!O6(<+Q%*)!.#9'2.!(#?,22#(!:!,3!#*22#*::'/%+#<+*+!)!%+<=#.,3,.!%.#
or redemption/refund warrants, and all other relevant correspondence.

&;# 422#*22'+)!%+<#?,22#5!#8('3,<,'%*2=#</5>!:+#+'#(!*2,<*+,'%#'&#8*")!%+#,%<+(/)!%+#*%.#</5>!:+#+'#+9!#4-F#
9*3,%7#5!!%#(!*<'%*52"#<*+,<6!.#+9*+# +9!#-/+/*2#P/%.#9*<#(!:!,3!.#:2!*(# &/%.<;#4%"#(!.!)8+,'%#'(#
<?,+:9#'/+#+(*%<*:+,'%#,%#+9!#,%+!(,)#,<#2,*52!#+'#5!#(!>!:+!.#*+#+9!#<'2!#.,<:(!+,'%#'&#+9!#4-F;

g. Any subsequent changes in static information like address, bank details, dividend sub option, nomination 
etc. will be based on written communication from investors. These changes will be effected only for units 
9!2.#,%#%'%Q.!)*+#)'.!=#?,+9,%#R#.*"<#'&#+9!#3*2,.#<,7%!.#(!S/!<+#(!*:9,%7#+9!#'&6:!#'&#+9!#G!7,<+(*(#
*+#F9!%%*,=#*%.#*%"#,%+!(,)#6%*%:,*2#+(*%<*:+,'%<#?,22#5!#!&&!:+!.#?,+9#2*<+#*3*,2*52!O(!7,<+!(!.#.!+*,2<#
only. In case of units held in demat mode, the static details as recorded in DP records and available to 
+9!#P/%.#*<#8*(+#'&#C!%8'<#62!#?,22#8(!3*,2#&'(#*228/(8'<!<=#,%:2/.,%7#(!.!)8+,'%#*%.#.,3,.!%.#8*")!%+<;

h. KYC Requirements: KYC compliance with any SEBI designated KYC Registration Authority (KRA), 
&'(#!K*)82!#FTD#0FUHD#T!%+/(!<#D,),+!.1=# ,<#)*%.*+'("# &'(#*22# ,%3!<+'(<# 0,%:2/.,%7# >',%+#*882,:*%+<=#
guardians, PoA holders and NRIs), irrespective of the amount of transaction. Investors shall note that 
they need to comply with the “Know Your Client (KYC)” requirements, by submitting requisite documents 
to the fund or any SEBI registered intermediary, where they wish open an account and wish to deal /
trade/transact, getting and attaching the KYC acknowledgement with their purchase/SIP application. For 
more information, please log on to www.dspblackrock.com before investing.

# 4882,:*+,'%<#*(!#2,*52!#+'#5!#(!>!:+!.#?,+9'/+#*%"#,%+,)*+,'%#+'#+9!#*882,:*%+<=#,&# VF#(!S/,(!)!%+<#*(!#
not complied with by all the applicants and KYC acknowledgement is not enclosed with each purchase/
SIP application.

 Investors should further note that KYC applicability for various investor categories and threshold amount 
may change anytime in future. Hence, investors are requested to apprise themselves about KYC 
*882,:*5,2,+"#5!&'(!#</5),++,%7#+9!,(#+(*%<*:+,'%<#+'#*3',.#(!>!:+,'%<;

,;# W9,2!#J4L#<9*22#5!#+9!#<'2!#,.!%+,6:*+,'%#%/)5!(#*%.#,<#)*%.*+'("#&'(# VF=#&'(#:!(+*,%#<!+#'&#:/<+')!(<=#
PAN requirement is exempted. Such set of customers, however need to complete the necessary KYC 
requirements, get a unique reference number from KRA’s system. A copy of the KRA issuance letter 
containing the unique reference number should also be attached with each application/transaction. The 
J4L#!K!)8+#!%+,+,!<O#+(*%<*:+,'%<#*(!X#*1#$%3!<+'(<#(!<,.,%7#,%#+9!#<+*+!#'&#H,MM,)Y#51#H$J#'&#/8+'#G<#
RZ=#ZZZOQ#8!(#6%*%:,*2#"!*(Y#:1#B(*%<*:+,'%<#/%.!(+*M!%#'%#5!9*2&#'&#F!%+(*2#['3!(%)!%+#*%.O'(#H+*+!#
['3!(%)!%+#*%.#5"#'&6:,*2<#*88',%+!.#5"#F'/(+<#!;7;#E&6:,*2#2,S/,.*+'(=#F'/(+#(!:!,3!(#!+:;

>;# $&#+9!#,%3!<+'(#?,<9!<#+'#,%3!<+#.,(!:+2"=#,;!;#?,+9'/+#,%3'23,%7#+9!#<!(3,:!<#'&#*%"#*7!%+#'(#5('M!(=#\U$G@FBI#
should be mentioned in the space provided for ARN Number. Any subsequent change / updation / removal 
of broker code will be based on the written request from the unitholders and will be on a prospective 
basis only from the date when the Registrar executes such written instruction.

k. Investors should mandatorily use the application form/SIP debit form & SIP/SWP/STP form in the KIM 
5''M2!+=#*%.#'+9!(#<+*%.*(.#&'()<#*3*,2*52!#*+#+9!#$HF<O???;.<852*:M(':M;:')=#&'(#*%"#6%*%:,*2O%'%Q
6%*%:,*2#+(*%<*:+,'%<;#4%"#+(*%<*:+,'%#(!:!,3!.#,%#*%"#%'%#<+*%.*(.#&'()=#,<#2,*52!#+'#5!#(!>!:+!.;

l. Investors should provide details/instructions only in the space provided in the form. Any details/notings/
information/instruction provided at a non designated area of the standard form being used, or any 
additional details, for which space is not designated in the standard form, may not be executed and the 
AMC will not be liable for the same.

m. The AMC and its Registrar reserve the right to disclose the details of investors and their transactions 
+'#+9,(.#8*(+,!<#3,A;#5*%M<=#.,<+(,5/+'(<#&(')#?9')#*882,:*+,'%<#'&#,%3!<+'(<#*(!#(!:!,3!.#*%.#*%"#'+9!(#
'(7*%,A*+,'%#&'(#+9!#8/(8'<!#'&#:')82,*%:!#?,+9#2!7*2#*%.#(!7/2*+'("#(!S/,(!)!%+<#'(#&'(#:')82",%7#?,+9#
anti-money laundering requirements.

n. Process for change of address: Investor investing in DSP BlackRock US Flexible Equity Fund should 
be KYC compliant. In future if the investor wishes to change the address in their folio, they shall submit 
change of address form, proof of address, and any other document/ form that the KYC Registration 
Agency (KRA) may specify from time to time.AMC reserves the right to collect proof of old address on 
a case to case basis while effecting the change of address.

1.  Transactions charges

a. SEBI has advised mutual funds to deduct transaction charge per subscription of Rs. 10,000 and above and 
be paid to the distributors. Transaction Charge shall be deducted only for transaction routed through such 
distributors who have opted to receive such charges as follows: (i) Rs. 150/- with respect to transactions 
&(')#*#6(<+#+,)!#)/+/*2#&/%.#,%3!<+'(Y#0,,1#G<;#]ZZOQ#?,+9#(!<8!:+#+'#+(*%<*:+,'%<#&(')#*%#!K,<+,%7#,%3!<+'(Y#
(iii) with respect to SIP, transaction charge shall be deducted only if total commitment (i.e. amount per 
SIP installment x No. of installments) amounts to Rs. 10,000/- or more. The Transaction Charges shall 
be deducted in 3 or 4 installments. Units will be issued against the balance amount. 

5;# J2!*<!#+,:M#+9!#*88('8(,*+!#5'K#*<#*882,:*52!#+'#"'/;#J2!*<!#+,:M#+9!#6(<+#5'K#'%2"#,&#"'/#*(!#*#6(<+#+,)!#
!3!(#)/+/*2#&/%.#,%3!<+'(=#,;!;#"'/#*(!#,%3!<+,%7#,%#*#<:9!)!#'&#)/+/*2#&/%.#&'(#+9!#6(<+#+,)!;#^'?!3!(=#

even if an applicant ticks as new investor, the mutual fund reserves a right to check with investments in 
other mutual funds to ascertain new or existing investors. 

c. If no option is ticked, it is deemed that the applicant is an existing investor in the mutual fund industry.

2.  First Applicant’s Details

*;# 4882,:*%+<#<9'/2.#622#,%#*22#.!+*,2<#*<#(!S/!<+!.#,%#+9!#(!2!3*%+#<!:+,'%;#L*)!#<9'/2.#5!#8('3,.!.#,%#&/22;#

b. Existing Investors, having a folio number and who wish to get units allotted in non-demat mode, in the 
existing folio number, should mention their folio number. If existing folio number is mentioned, investors 
<9'/2.#'%2"#622#+9!#<!:+,'%#'%#$%3!<+)!%+#U!+*,2<;#$%3!<+'(<#<9'/2.#<M,8#*%.#<9'/2.#%'+#)!%+,'%#>',%+#
applicants, bank account, nomination and unit holding option. 

# $&#*%#!K,<+,%7#&'2,'#,<#)!%+,'%!.=#+9!#,%3!<+)!%+#?,22#5!#,%#<*)!#&'2,'=#!3!%#,&#+9!#>',%+#9'2.!(<#*(!#.,&&!(!%+;#
Further, other details like bank account, nomination etc will not be considered, even if mentioned differently 
from existing folio details. Investors should use separate designated forms for updating bank account 
details, nomination etc.

c. New Investors who do not have a folio, or existing investors intending to get units allotted in demat mode 
'(#?9'#?,<9#+'#'8!%#*#%!?#&'2,'#<9'/2.#622#/8#+9!#&'()#?,+9'/+#S/'+,%7#!K,<+,%7#&'2,'#%/)5!(#*%.#<9'/2.#
provide details in all sections as mentioned in the form.

d. Applicants should provide contact information such as correspondence address, telephone number/s 
*%.#!)*,2#*..(!<<=#<+*+/<#'&#6(<+#*882,:*%+#*%.#'::/8*+,'%;#

e. Applications under a Power of Attorney or by a limited company or a corporate body or an eligible institution 
or a registered society or a trust fund must be accompanied by the original Power of Attorney (or a duly 
:!(+,6!.#+(/!#:'8"#+9!(!'&1#./2"#%'+*(,A!.=#'(#+9!#(!2!3*%+#(!<'2/+,'%#'(#*/+9'(,+"#+'#)*M!#+9!#*882,:*+,'%#
0'(#./2"#:!(+,6!.#:'8"#+9!(!'&1#*<#+9!#:*<!#)*"#5!;#422#.':/)!%+<#<9'/2.#5!#,%#@%72,<9#2*%7/*7!#'(#
%'+*(,A!.#+(*%<2*+!.#:'8"#,%#@%72,<9#2*%7/*7!;

&;# P'(#$%3!<+)!%+<#\E%#5!9*2&#'&#-,%'(IX#W9!(!#+9!#,%3!<+)!%+#,<#'%#5!9*2&#'&#),%'(#5"#+9!#7/*(.,*%=#82!*<!#
note the following important points. 

,# B9!#),%'(#<9*22#5!#+9!#<'2!#*%.#'%2"#6(<+#9'2.!(#,%#+9!#*::'/%+;#L'),%*+,'%#&*:,2,+"#,<#%'+#*3*,2*52!#&'(#
*882,:*+,'%<O&'2,'<#'%#5!9*2&#'&#*#),%'(;#_',%+#9'2.!(<I#.!+*,2<#*%.#%'),%*+,'%#.!+*,2<=#!3!%#,&#)!%+,'%!.#
*%.#<,7%!.#?,22#%'+#5!#:'%<,.!(!.;#N #[/*(.,*%#'&#+9!#),%'(#<9'/2.#!,+9!(#5!#*#%*+/(*2#7/*(.,*%#0,;!;#&*+9!(#
or mother) or a court appointed legal guardian. 

ii Details like minor’s date of birth, Guardian’s relation with Minor, Guardian name, PAN, KYC are mandatory, 
*2'%7#?,+9#</88'(+,%7#.':/)!%+<;#N #J9'+'#:'8"#'&#+9!#.':/)!%+#!3,.!%:,%7#+9!#.*+!#'&#5,(+9#'&#),%'(#2,M!#
,;#C,(+9#:!(+,6:*+!#'&#+9!#),%'(=#'(#,,;#H:9''2#2!*3,%7#:!(+,6:*+!#O#-*(M#<9!!+#,<</!.#5"#^,79!(#H!:'%.*("#
Board of respective states, ICSE, CBSE etc., or iii. Passport of the minor, or iv. Any other suitable proof 
should be attached with the application form. 

iii Where the guardian is not a natural guardian (father or mother) and is a court appointed legal guardian, 
suitable supporting documentary evidence should be provided. 

,3# $&#+9!#)*%.*+'("#.!+*,2<#*%.O'(#.':/)!%+<#*(!#%'+#8('3,.!.=#+9!#*882,:*+,'%#,<#2,*52!#+'#5!#(!>!:+!.#?,+9'/+#
any information to the applicant.

g. PIN Issuance Instructions: A secured PIN for internet/telephone transactions is issued at the request of 
*882,:*%+O,%3!<+'(#</5>!:+#+'#+!()<#*%.#:'%.,+,'%<#*7(!!.#5"#+9!#*882,:*%+O,%3!<+'(#*%.#*3*,2*5,2,+"#'&#
mandatory information like Date of Birth/Date of Incorporation, Email id, Mobile number, PAN availability 
of all holders and Name of Guardian/Contact person (where applicable). Applicants who wish to receive 
a PIN should read the terms and conditions of the PIN facility in the SIDand SAI. A PIN will be mailed to 
the Unit Holder entirely at his/her/its own risk.

3.  Joint Applicants’ Details

*;# _',%+#*882,:*%+<#)/<+#622#,%#*22#.!+*,2<#*<#(!S/!<+!.#,%#+9!#(!2!3*%+#<!:+,'%;#

b. PAN and KYC compliance is mandatory for all applicants, irrespective of mode of holding. For more 
details, please refer to KYC Requirements mentioned earlier.

:;# 4882,:*%+<#<9'/2.#<8!:,&"#+9!#)'.!#'&#9'2.,%7;#$&#+9!#)'.!#'&#9'2.,%7#,<#%'+#<8!:,6!.#'(#,<#*)5,7/'/<=#
+9!#.!&*/2+#'8+,'%#&'(#</:9#*882,:*+,'%<#?,22#5!#I_',%+I;

.;# $%# +9!# :*<!#'&# >',%+# 9'2.!(<=# +9!# 6(<+Q%*)!.#9'2.!(#?,22# (!:!,3!# *22# *::'/%+# <+*+!)!%+<=# .,3,.!%.#'(#
redemption/refund warrants, and all other relevant correspondence. 

4.  Bank Account Details/ Multiple Bank Accounts Registration

a. It is mandatory for all investors of mutual fund schemes to provide their bank mandate. Applications 
?,+9'/+#+9!#)*%.*+'("#5*%M#.!+*,2<#*(!#2,*52!#+'#5!#(!>!:+!.;

b. The investor agrees that the proceeds towards redemptions and dividends will be dispatched by a 
reasonable mode of despatch like courier, post, UCP, etc. in case of cheque/demand draft or directly 
credited to the bank account (as per the details mentioned by the investor) in case of using direct credit 
facility, RTGS or NEFT, entirely and solely at the risk of the investor. The investor will not hold the Mutual 
Fund or the AMC or the Registrar responsible for any non-receipt or delay of receipt of redemption & 
.,3,.!%.#8(':!!.<#./!#+'#*%"#%!72,7!%:!#'(#.!6:,!%:"#,%#<!(3,:!#5"#+9!#:'/(,!(#:')8*%"=#8'<+*2#*/+9'(,+,!<#
or the bank executing direct credits/RTGS/NEFT, or due to incorrect bank account details provided by 
the investor.

c. Multiple Bank Accounts Registration Facility: The fund offers its investors facility to register multiple 
bank accounts for pay-in & payout purposes and designate one of the bank account as Default Bank 
Account. This facility can be availed by using a designated ’Bank Accounts Registration Form’. In case 
of new investors, the bank account mentioned on the purchase application form, used for opening the 
folio, will be treated as default bank account till the investor gives a separate request to register multiple 
bank accounts and change the default bank account to any of other registered bank account. Registered 
5*%M#*::'/%+<#)*"#*2<'#5!#/<!.#&'(#3!(,6:*+,'%#'&#8*"Q,%<#0,;!;#(!:!,3,%7#'&#</5<:(,8+,'%#&/%.<1#+'#!%</(!#
that a third party payment is not used for mutual fund subscription. Default Bank Account will be used 
for all dividends and redemptions payouts including FMP schemes maturity proceeds unless investor 
<8!:,6!<#'%!#'&#+9!#!K,<+,%7#(!7,<+!(!.#5*%M#*::'/%+#,%#+9!#(!.!)8+,'%#(!S/!<+#&'(#(!:!,3,%7#(!.!)8+,'%#
proceeds.

.;# F'%<!S/!%+#+'#,%+('./:+,'%#'&#\-/2+,82!#C*%M#4::'/%+<#P*:,2,+"I=#+9!#!K,<+,%7#&*:,2,+"#'&#(!.!)8+,'%#?,+9#
:9*%7!#'&#5*%M#)*%.*+!#,<#.,<:'%+,%/!.#5"#+9!#&/%.;#4#%!?#%'%Q(!7,<+!(!.#5*%M#*::'/%+#<8!:,6!.#,%#
+9!#<8!:,6:#(!.!)8+,'%#(!S/!<+#&'(#(!:!,3,%7#(!.!)8+,'%#8(':!!.<#?,22#%'+#5!#:'%<,.!(!.;

e. Bank Account Details with Redemption Request: Please note the following important points related to 
payment of redemption proceeds:

f. Proceeds of any redemption request will be sent only to a bank account that is already registered and 
validated in the folio at the time of redemption transaction processing.

g. Unit holder(s) may choose to mention any of the existing registered bank accounts with redemption 
request for receiving redemption proceeds. If no registered bank account is mentioned, default bank 
account will be used.

9;# $&#/%,+#9'2.!(0<1#8('3,.!#*#%!?#*%.#/%(!7,<+!(!.#5*%M#)*%.*+!#?,+9#*#<8!:,6:#(!.!)8+,'%#(!S/!<+#0?,+9#
or without necessary supporting documents) such bank account will not be considered for payment of 
redemption proceeds.

i. Any request without the above mentioned documents will be treated invalid and will not be acted upon 
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*%.#*%"#6%*%:,*2#+(*%<*:+,'%=#,%:2/.,%7#(!.!)8+,'%<=#?,22#5!#:*((,!.#?,+9#+9!#8(!3,'/<#.!+*,2<#'%2";#T*2,.#
change of bank mandate requests with supporting documents will be processed within ten working days 
'&#.':/)!%+<#(!*:9,%7#+9!#9!*.#'&6:!#'&#+9!#G!7,<+(*(#*%.#*%"#6%*%:,*2#+(*%<*:+,'%#(!S/!<+#(!:!,3!.#
in the interim will be carried with previous details only.

5. Investment and Payment Details

*;# $%3!<+'(<#<9'/2.#622#,%#+9!#.!<,(!.#J2*%#O#E8+,'%#O#H/5#E8+,'%#:2!*(2"#,%#+9!#<8*:!#8('3,.!.#,%#+9!#*882,:*+,'%#
&'();#$%#:*<!#+9!#,%3!<+'(#.'!<#%'+#622#,%#+9!#.!<,(!.#J2*%#O#E8+,'%#O#H/5#E8+,'%#8('8!(2"#*%.#:2!*(2"#'(#
in the case of incomplete details, lack of clarity or ambiguity, the default option will be considered and 
applied. The Fund will not entertain any request from Unit Holders for a change in Plan / Option / Sub 
Option after the application is accepted.

b. Any change in dividend sub option due to additional investment or customer request will be applicable 
to all existing Units in the dividend option of the scheme concerned. 

c. Payments by cash, stock invests, credit cards, post-dated cheques (except through SIP), and post-dated 
account-to-account transfer instructions to credit the Designated Account will not be accepted.

d. Investors residing in locations where Investor Service Centres or Collection Centres are not located are 
requested to make payment by demand drafts. Demand draft charges for such investors will be borne 
5"#+9!#4-F=#</5>!:+#+'#+9!#<+*%.*(.#.!)*%.#.(*&+#:9*(7!<=#*<#:9*(7!.#5"#+9!#H+*+!#C*%M#'&#$%.,*=#*%.#
the investors attaching proof of the charges.

e. The cheque or demand draft should be payable locally at the centre where the application is deposited, 
and should be drawn on any bank that is a member of the Bankers’ Clearing House.

&;# B9!#:9!S/!#'(#.!)*%.#.(*&+#<9'/2.#5!#.(*?%#,%#&*3'/(#'&#+9!#\H:9!)!#L*)!I=#*<#+9!#:*<!#)*"#5!=#*%.#
should be crossed Account Payee Only.

g. A separate cheque should be given for each separate investment in a different scheme or plan or option.
9;# $+#,<#)*%.*+'("#&'(#LG$<#+'#*++*:9#*#:'8"#'&#+9!#8*")!%+#:9!S/!#O#P$GF#O#U!5,+#F!(+,6:*+!#+'#*<:!(+*,%#

the repatriation status of the amount invested. NRI Applicants should also clearly tick on account type 
as NRE or NRO or FCNR to determine the repatriation status of the investment amount. The AMC and 
the Registrar may ascertain the repatriation status purely based on the details provided in the form 
under Investment and Payment details and will not be liable for any incorrect information provided by 
+9!#*882,:*%+<;#4882,:*%+<#?,22#9*3!#+'#:''(.,%*+!#?,+9#+9!,(#*/+9'(,A!.#.!*2!(<#*%.#5*%M<#+'#(!8*+(,*+!#
the investment amount as and when needed.

i. Third Party Payment Avoidance & additional documents/declaration required: To safeguard the interests 
of applicant/investors and avoid fraudulent transactions in any other name, the mutual fund does not 
accept Third Party Payments. A payment towards mutual fund subscription by cheque/DD/RTGS/NEFT 
or any mode whatsoever is deemed as a Third Party payment, if payment is issued from a bank account 
'+9!(#+9*%#+9*+#'&#+9!#5!%!6:,*("#,%3!<+'(;#B9!#6(<+#9'2.!(#'&#+9!#)/+/*2#&/%.#&'2,'#9*<#+'#5!#'%!#'&#+9!#
>',%+#9'2.!(<#'&#+9!#5*%M#*::'/%+#&(')#?9,:9#8*")!%+#,<#)*.!#3,*#:9!S/!OU!)*%.#U(*&+#0UU1OP/%.<#
transfer/RTGS/NEFT. Therefore, it is important for investors to mention the bank account number, bank 
name & branch address from where the payment is issued and the same should match with details on 
payment cheque/document (where applicable). 

 Where the payment instrument/advice does not mention the bank account holders name/s, investor 
<9'/2.#*++*:9#5*%M#8*<<#5''M#:'8"O5*%M#<+*+!)!%+O5*%M#2!++!(#+'#</5<+*%+,*+!#+9*+#+9!#6(<+#/%,+#9'2.!(#
,<#'%!#'&#+9!#>',%+#9'2.!(<#'&#+9!#5*%M#*::'/%+;#W9!(!#*#8*")!%+#,<#+9('/79#*#UU=#*#5*%M#:!(+,6:*+,'%#'&#
bank account and account holders name of the bank account used for DD issuance should be attached, 
in the required format.

# $%#<8!:,6:#!K:!8+,'%*2#<,+/*+,'%<#?9!(!#B9,(.#J*(+"#8*")!%+#,<#8!(),++!.#2,M!#,;#J*")!%+#5"#J*(!%+<#O#
Grand-Parents / Related persons on behalf of a minor (other than registered guardian) in consideration 
of natural love and affection or as gift for value not exceeding Rs 50,000 for each purchase, ii. Payment 
by an Employer on behalf of Employee or iii. Custodian on behalf of an FII or a client, iv. Payment by 
Asset Management Company to a Distributor empanelled with it on account of commission/incentive etc. 
in the form of the Mutual Fund Units of the Funds managed by such AMC through Systematic Investment 
J2*%<#'(#2/)8#</)#O#'%!Q+,)!#</5<:(,8+,'%=#</5>!:+#+'#:')82,*%:!#?,+9#H@C$#G!7/2*+,'%<#*%.#[/,.!2,%!<#
issued by AMFI, from time to time. KYC of the investor and the KYC of the person making the payment 
,<#)*%.*+'("#,((!<8!:+,3!#'&#*)'/%+;#4..,+,'%*22"=#*#>',%+#.!:2*(*+,'%#,<#*2<'#(!S/,(!.#+'#5!#</5),++!.;

# B9!#4-F#(!<!(3!<#*#(,79+#+'#(!>!:+#+9!#+(*%<*:+,'%#'(#:*22#&'(#*..,+,'%*2#.!+*,2<=#,&#8*")!%+#5*%M#*::'/%+#
and other details are not mentioned on the form and/or do not match with payment instrument and/or 
necessary documents and declaration, as applicable to respective investors and transactions, are not 
*++*:9!.#'(#*(!#,%</&6:,!%+;#$%#:*<!#+9!#&/%.<#*(!#+(*%<&!((!.#+'#+9!#)/+/*2#&/%.#*::'/%+#8(,'(#+'#+9!#
*882,:*+,'%#(!>!:+,'%=#+9!%#*)'/%+#+(*%<&!((!.#)*"#%'+#5!#(!&/%.!.#'(#(!.!!)!.#/%2!<<#+9!#,%3!<+'(#
establishes KYC with additional documentation. 

# $%3!<+'(<#*(!#*.3,<!.#+'#3,<,+#???;.<852*:M(':M;:')#`#H!(3,:!<#&'(#)'(!#.!+*,2<=#,%:2/.,%7#.!:2*(*+,'%#
&'()*+<#'(#*88('*:9#*%"#'&#+9!#'&6:!<#'&#+9!#&/%.;

# $%3!<+'(<#*(!#<+('%72"#*.3,<!.#+'#*3*,2#\-/2+,82!#C*%M#4::'/%+<#G!7,<+(*+,'%I#&*:,2,+"#*%.#(!7,<+!(#+9!,(#
various bank accounts with the fund and avoid submitting additional documents every time. 

>;# G!+/(%!.#:9!S/!<#*(!#2,*52!#%'+#+'#5!#8(!<!%+!.#*7*,%#&'(#:'22!:+,'%=#*%.#+9!#*::')8*%",%7#*882,:*+,'%#
:'/2.#*2<'#5!#(!>!:+!.;#$%#:*<!#(!+/(%!.#:9!S/!<#*(!#8(!<!%+!.=#+9!#%!:!<<*("#:9*(7!<#,%:2/.,%7#(!+/(%!.#
charges may be debited to the investor. 

k. To safeguard the interests of applicant/investors and avoid fraudulent transactions in any other name, it 
is important for investors to mention the bank account number, bank name & branch address from where 
the payment instrument or funds transfer is issued and the same should match with details on payment 
:9!S/!#0?9!(!#*882,:*52!1;#B9!#4-F#(!<!(3!<#*#(,79+#+'#(!>!:+#+9!#+(*%<*:+,'%#,&#</:9#8*")!%+#.!+*,2<#
are not mentioned and/or do not match.

l. m-Invest: This Facility enables Unit holder(s) of the Fund to purchase and/or redeem Unitsof Schemes 
'&#+9!#P/%.#5"#<!%.,%7#,%<+(/:+,'%<#+9('/79#H9'(+#-!<<*7,%7#H!(3,:!#0\H-HI1O:*22#&(')#+9!,(#(!7,<+!(!.#
)'5,2!#89'%!#%/)5!(#'%#*#.!.,:*+!.#%/)5!(#,.!%+,6!.#5"#+9!#4-F;#B9,<#P*:,2,+"#,<#'%2"#*3*,2*52!#+'#
existing Unit holder(s) of the Fund who have been assigned a folio number by the AMC. For complete 
details of the  scheme/plan/option, registration related terms and conditions, transaction related terms 
and conditions, bank account registration for purchases and general terms and conditions regarding 
+9,<#P*:,2,+"=#a%,+#^'2.!(0<1#*(!#(!S/!<+!.#+'#(!&!(#+9!#bG!7,<+(*+,'%#:/)#U!5,+#-*%.*+!#P'()c#0\U!5,+#
Mandate’), relevant addenda to the Scheme Information Document, notice for m-Invest, Terms and 
F'%.,+,'%<#*3*,2*52!#*+# +9!#E&6:,*2#J',%+#'&#4::!8+*%:!#'&#4-FO#F4-H#*%.#*2<'#*3*,2*52!#'%#???;
dspblackrock.com. Unit holder(s) of the Fund can register for this Facility by signing the form i.e. Debit 
-*%.*+!#&'()#*%.#</5),++,%7#+9!#<*)!#*+#*%"#'&#+9!#'&6:,*2#8',%+<#'&#*::!8+*%:!#'&#+(*%<*:+,'%#'&#+9!#
AMC/CAMS Unit Holder(s) are requested to note that the AMC reserves the right to amend the terms and 
conditions, or modify, or discontinue the Facility for existing as well as prospective investors at anytime 
in future.

6.  Nomination Details 

a. Nomination can be made only by individuals applying for / holding Units on their own behalf singly or 
>',%+2";#L'%Q,%.,3,./*2<#0,%:2/.,%7#<':,!+,!<=#+(/<+<=#5'.,!<#:'(8'(*+!=#8*(+%!(<9,8#6()<=#!+:;1=# *(+*<#'&#
Hindu Undivided Families (HUF) and holders of Power of Attorney cannot nominate. Nomination facility 
is also not available for investments held on behalf of minor. 

b. A minor can be nominated, and in that event, the name and address of the guardian of the minor nominee 
shall be provided by the Unit Holder. Nomination can also be in favour of the Central Government, State 
['3!(%)!%+=#*#2':*2#*/+9'(,+"Y#*%"#8!(<'%#.!<,7%*+!.#5"#3,(+/!#'&#9,<O9!(#'&6:!=#'(#*#(!2,7,'/<#'(#:9*(,+*52!#
trust.

c. The nominee shall not be a trust (other than a religious or charitable trust), society, body corporate, 
8*(+%!(<9,8#6()=# *(+*#'&#^aP#'(#*#J'?!(#'&#4++'(%!"#9'2.!(;#4%#LG$#:*%#5!#*#%'),%!!=#</5>!:+#+'#+9!#
exchange controls in force from time to time. Where the nomination is in favour of a religious or charitable 
+(/<+=#+9!#,%3!<+'(#<9'/2.#*++*:9#*#:!(+,6:*+!#:'%6(),%7#+9*+#+9!#%'),%!!#,<#*#(!2,7,'/<#'(#:9*(,+*52!#+(/<+;

d. Nomination with the Fund can be made only by investors who opt for allotment in non-demat form. In 
case of Units held in demat form, the nomination details as recorded for the depository account will be 
applicable investors who hold units in demat form may approach their DP for availing the nomination 
facility.

e. Transfer of Units in favour of a nominee(s) shall be valid discharge by the AMC against the legal heir. 
f. Cancellation of nomination can be made only by those individuals who hold Units on their own behalf 

<,%72"#'(#>',%+2"#*%.#?9'#)*.!#+9!#'(,7,%*2#%'),%*+,'%;#

g. On cancellation of the nomination, the nomination shall stand rescinded and the AMC shall not be under 
any obligation to transfer the Units in favour of the nominee(s).

h. The rights in the Units will vest in the nominee(s) only upon the death of all Unit Holders.
i. Nomination can be made in favour of more than one, and upto three individuals. Investors who desire to 

make nomination in respect of multiple nominees should clearly specify the percentages to be allocated 
between the nominees. If no percentages are mentioned, nomination will be done equally for all the 
nominees.

>;# L'),%*+,'%#?,22#5!#)*,%+*,%!.#*+#+9!#&'2,'#'(#*::'/%+#2!3!2#*%.#?,22#5!#*882,:*52!#&'(#*22#,%3!<+)!%+<#,%#
the folio or account.

M;# W9!(!#*#&'2,'#9*<#>',%+#9'2.!(<=#*22#>',%+#9'2.!(<#<9'/2.#<,7%#+9!#(!S/!<+#&'(#%'),%*+,'%=#!3!%#,&#+9!#)'.!#
'&#9'2.,%7#,<#%'+#I>',%+I;

l. A new nomination request will imply simultaneous cancellation of existing nomination and request for 
fresh nomination.

);# 4882,:*%+<#?9'#.'#%'+#?,<9#+'#%'),%*+!=#)/<+#*+#+9!#.!<,7%*+!#<8*:!#:'%6(),%7#+9!,(#,%+!%+,'%#'%#%'+#
+'#%'),%*+!=#&*,2,%7#?9,:9#+9!#&'()#)*"#5!#(!>!:+!.#*+#+9!#.,<:(!+,'%#'&#+9!#4-FOP/%.;

7.  Unit Holding Option

*;# 4882,:*%+<I#*(!#8('3,.!.#+?'#'8+,'%<#+'#9'2.#+9!,(#a%,+<#3,A;#4::'/%+#H+*+!)!%+#)'.!#*%.#.!)*+#)'.!;#
For units in Account Statement mode (non-demat), an account statement will be issued. For Units held 
,%#.!)*+#)'.!=#a%,+<#<9*22#5!#.,(!:+2"#:(!.,+!.#+'#+9!#,%3!<+'(I<#.!)*+#*::'/%+#*&+!(#+9!#(!*2,A*+,'%#'&#
payment funds and depositories will issue a statement.

b. It is mandatory to tick on the required option in the designated space in the application form.  If no option 
has been ticked by the investor, Units shall be allotted in non-demat mode.

c. For credit of Units in demat account, applicants are advised to mention clearly their demat account details 
with depositories and in block letters in the designated space. The demat account details, as provided 
5"#+9!#,%3!<+'(#?,22#5!#:'%<,.!(!.#&'(#:(!.,+#'&#/%,+<#,%#.!)*+!(,*2,A!.#&'()#*&+!(#3*2,.*+,'%#?,+9#(!2!3*%+#
depository(ies).

.;# 4882,:*%+<I#*(!#*2<'#*.3,<!.#+'#*++*:9#*#:'8"#'&#*#.':/)!%+#2,M!#.!)*+#<+*+!)!%+#O#:2,!%+#,.!%+,6:*+,'%#
master/ delivery instruction slip, that provides the applicantsÕ name and demat account details, in support 
*%.#3!(,6:*+,'%#'&#+9!#)!%+,'%!.#.!)*+#*::'/%+;

e. In case Demat account details are not provided or are incomplete or the details do not match with the 
records as per depository(ies), units will be allotted in non-demat form and an account statement will be 
issued. 

f. In case details of more than one demat account are provided, the Fund may choose any one of the 
.!)*+#*::'/%+<#&'(#+9!#8/(8'<!#'&#3!(,6:*+,'%#*%.#:(!.,+#'&#/%,+<;

8.  Other Facilities / Email Communication

a. Account statements, newsletter, annual reports and other kinds of communication will be sent through 
email only instead of physical, for investors who provide their email address on the application form. 
Should they wish to have a hard copy, they are requested to send an email to service@dspblackrock.
com. 

b. It is deemed that the Unit Holder is aware of all the security risks associated with online communication, 
including possible third-party interception of documents sent via email.

9. Declaration & Signatures

*;# H,7%*+/(!0<1#<9'/2.#5!#,%#@%72,<9#'(#,%#*%"#'&#+9!#$%.,*%#2*%7/*7!<#<8!:,6!.#,%#+9!#@,79+9#H:9!./2!#'&#
the Constitution of India.

5;# B9/)5#,)8(!<<,'%<#*%.#<,7%*+/(!<#,%#2*%7/*7!<#%'+#<8!:,6!.#,%#+9!#@,79+9#H:9!./2!#'&#+9!#F'%<+,+/+,'%#
of India should be attested by a magistrate or a Notary Public or a special Executive Magistrate under 
9,<O9!(#'&6:,*2#<!*2;

c. Applications by minors should be signed by their guardians. In the case of an HUF, the Karta should sign 
on behalf of the HUF.

.;# 4/+9'(,<!.#'&6:,*2<#<9'/2.#<,7%# +9!# &'()#/%.!(# +9!,(#'&6:,*2#.!<,7%*+,'%#*%.#:')8*%"#<!*2;#4# 2,<+#'&#
<8!:,)!%#<,7%*+/(!<#'&#+9!#*/+9'(,<!.#'&6:,*2<=#./2"#:!(+,6!.#*%.#*++!<+!.=#<9'/2.#*2<'#5!#*++*:9!.#+'#+9!#
application form. In the case of a trust fund, a resolution from the trustee(s) authorising such purchase 
or investment should be submitted.

10. Trading in Units through Stock Exchange Mechanism

a. This facility enables investors/unit holders to buy and sell the Units of the Scheme through the stock 
brokers registered with BSE and/or NSE in accordance with the operating guidelines provided by the 
!K:9*%7!<;#B9!#,%3!<+'(<#:*%#9'2.#+9!#a%,+<#,%#.!)*+!(,*2,A!.#)'.!#,%#+9!#*::'/%+<#)*,%+*,%!.#?,+9#
their Depository Participants. 

b. The investor shall be serviced directly by such stock brokers/Depository Participant. The Fund will not be 
in a position to accept any request for transactions or service requests directly from investors in respect 
of Units bought under this facility in demat mode.

c. Investors are requested to note that this facility will be offered to investors who wish to hold Units in 
.!)*+!(,*2,A!.#&'()#*%.=#+'#</:9#H:9!)!<#'&#+9!#P/%.#?9,:9#*(!#%'+,6!.#&(')#+,)!#+'#+,)!#5"#4-F#3,.!#
issuance of public notice. Further, the minimum purchase/redemption amount in the respective plan / 
'8+,'%#'&#</:9#%'+,6!.#H:9!)!<#'&#+9!#P/%.#?,22#5!#*882,:*52!#&'(#!*:9#+(*%<*:+,'%;


